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Other 

Biological Influences

On Behavior:

Genetics

Hormones

Our Brain Chemistry

Behavior Genetics: The study of the relative effects of heredity 
(“nature”) and environment (“nurture”)
on behavior

• At conception, 23 chromosomes in egg from mom join 
with 23 chromosomes in sperm from dad to produce 23 
PAIRS of chromosomes in the cells of the offspring.

• Thus for most traits we have 1 genetic instruction from 
mom and 1 genetic instruction from dad. 

• There are different forms of most genetic instructions &  
it is the combination of instructions you receive from 
parents that determines your visible traits.

Fertilized egg (zygote) now has 23 pairs of

How Do Genes Work? 

Dominant Genes
If you inherit a 
dominant gene for 
a trait from ONE 
parent then that 
trait will be 
expressed (seen in 
the individual).

Recessive Genes

Recessive genes 
for a trait are 
usually only 
expressed if you 
inherit TWO of 
them (one from 
each parent).

Polygenetic Traits

Some complex traits 

are controlled by 

multiple genes. 

Direct 

Gene/Environment 

Interaction

Environmental factors 

can turn on or turn off 

the expression of 

some genes.

Where Do Your Genes Comes From?

• http://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=lJzZ7p-47P8&feature=related

• Stop about 2:30

Methods for Studying 
Inheritance in Humans

Twin Studies

Family Studies

Adoption Studies

How can we 

study human 
heritability?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJzZ7p-47P8&feature=related
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Fraternal (Dizygotic) Twins
Identical(Monozygotic) Twins

If there is a genetic 
contribution to

a behavioral/mental 
process, then

monozygotic twins 
should be MORE 

alike than dizygotic 
twins.

….

Family Studies

If a specific trait is inherited, 
biological relatives should show 
increased trait similarity, 
compared to unrelated people. 

Closer relatives, like siblings, 
should show more similarity 
than distant relatives.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wd5Y3-F79LY

If adopted children are MORE like their 

biological parents, then genetic factors have 

a greater influence on that trait. 

If adopted children are MORE like their 

adoptive parents, then environmental

factors have a greater influence on that trait.

Adoption Studies

Endocrine System

Endocrine system:

Network of glands located throughout the body that manufacture and secrete 
hormones into the bloodstream 

Hormones:

Chemical messengers, manufactured and secreted by the endocrine glands, 
that circulate in the bloodstream to produce bodily changes or maintain normal 
bodily functions

Endocrine System

We already encountered 1 hormone effect 

on behavior: the pineal gland’s secretion of 

melatonin each night to make us sleepy

Later in the semester we’ll discuss the critical role of 

prenatal hormones to our later sexual identity. 

Why Do We Need Two Communication Systems—
Neurotransmitters + Hormones?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wd5Y3-F79LY
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How Neurotransmitters Affect Us Drug Effects on Behavior & Mental Processes

• All types of psychoactive drugs including 
psychotherapeutic drugs produce their effects on 
behavior and mental processes by altering the 
effectiveness of these brain transmitters.


